
 
Maths 
Geometry - Position and Direction 
Number – Decimals 
Number – Percentages 
Number – Algebra 
Measurement – Converting Units 
Measurement – Perimeter, Area and Volume 
Number - Ratio 
 
 
( +  -  x  ÷ ) 
Fractions  
 

Class 6I Spring Term 
Curriculum Opportunities 

RAINFORESTS 
 

Science 
 
Light: (continued) how we 
see things, mirrors and reflection, 
shadows 
 
Evolution and Inheritance: fossils, 
offspring and adaptation 
 
 
 
 
 

Modern Foreign 
Languages 
Spanish Life. Revision  
of introductions, me and my 
family, birthdays and numbers. 

English 
 

Our class novel is ‘Boy in the Girls Bathroom’  
by Louis Sachar, and later we will read ‘Boy’  
by Roald Dahl. We will use these moving and  
thought-provoking stories as models to inspire  
our own writing.  
 

Reading 
Continue to read and discuss an increasingly wide range of 
fiction, poetry, plays, non-fiction and reference books or 
textbooks; read books that are structured in different ways 
and reading for a range of purposes; identify and discuss 
themes and conventions in and across a wide range of 
writing. 
 
Writing 
Identify the audience for and purpose of the writing, select 
the appropriate form and use other similar writing as models 
for our own; consider how authors have developed 
characters and settings; select appropriate grammar and 
vocabulary, understand how such choices can change and 
enhance meaning; describe settings, characters and 
atmosphere and integrate dialogue to convey character and 
advance the action; plan and write for a range of purposes 
and audiences.  
 
 

PE 
Games, Gymnastics 
and Dance 

Music 
Rainforest descriptive sound  
effects and rhythms; 
ensemble percussion; 
conservation songs. 

RE 
What is religion? What 
concepts do religions have in 
common? Why are Good 
Friday and Easter Day  
the most important days for  
Christians? 

History and Geography 
 
How did the two world wars affect 
County Durham? 
 
Human and physical geography -
Why are rainforests important? 

Art / DT 
 

Printing - fossils 
Drawing – observational drawings  
and developing section details. 

Computing 
Digital Literacy: Using the 
Internet as a tool for research 
Computer Science: 
programming. 


